Social Media Posts

SBA Dump Amazon

Re: Amazon being a sponsor of National Small Business Week

SUGGESTED TEXT (adapt as you see fit)

1) With the FTC investigating Amazon for anticompetitive practices that hurt countless small businesses, the time has come for the @SBAgov to dump Amazon as a co-sponsor of National Small Business Week. #SBADumpAmazon

2) Keep National Small Business Week small. Small businesses need support from sponsors who have their best interests at heart. With the FTC investigating Amazon for anticompetitive practices that have hurt small business, Amazon's co-sponsorship of the @SBAgov National Small Business Week is a bad look for SBA. #SBADumpAmazon

3) True support for small businesses comes from within the community, not corporate giants. National Small Business Week should be about celebrating the heart and soul of our neighborhoods. Let's keep it authentic. @SBAgov: It's time to dump Amazon as a co-sponsor of National Small Business Week. @SBAgov #SBADumpAmazon

4) Is the @SBAgov committed to big corporate sponsors or to helping small businesses? Letting Amazon sponsor National Small Business Week – especially when Amazon is under investigation for anticompetitive practices that have harmed small businesses – certainly raises that question. And if they don't dump Amazon from the event, I think we know the answer. #SBADumpAmazon

ART TO GO WITH TEXT OR ON ITS OWN